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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Purpose: To compare demographics, self-reported symptom burden, Health-Related Quality of Life
(HRQL), and Self-Efficacy for Exercise (SEE) between participants and non-participants of Rock Steady
Boxing (RSB), a non-contact boxing program for individuals with Parkinson’s disease (PD) that focuses on
agility, balance, and speed training.
Materials and methods: Adults with PD who had heard of RSB completed a 20 min, 61-question electronic survey including the Parkinson’s Disease Questionnaire-39 (PDQ-39) and the Self-Efficacy for
Exercise (SEE) scale. Differences between participants and never-participants were analyzed using chisquared test, fisher’s exact test and Wilcoxon test.
Results: Of 2054 individuals enrolled in the survey, 1709 were eligible for analysis. 1333 were current participants, 166 previous-participants, and 210 never-participants. RSB participants were median age 69,
59% male, and 97% Caucasian. The majority of current participants reported that RSB improved their
social life (70%), fatigue (63%), fear of falling (62%), depression (60%), and anxiety (59%). Compared to
previous and never-participants, current participants had better median PDQ-39 scores (36 and 32 vs 25,
p < 0.01) and SEE scores (43 and 48 vs 54, p < 0.01).
Conclusions: This is the largest survey of RSB use in PD. RSB participants report improvement in nonmotor impairments and have significantly better HRQL and ESE compared to never-participants.
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ä IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION

 Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a slowly progressive neurodegenerative condition that affects motor function and subsequently, quality of life.
 Exercise is increasingly recognized as an important treatment for motor and non-motor symptoms
of PD.
 Rock Steady Boxing (RSB) is a specific non-contact boxing program for PD that is growing and
increasing in popularity, though there is limited data on its effect on PD symptoms and quality
of life.

Introduction
Parkinson’s disease (PD) is the second most common neurodegenerative disorder, with an estimated United States prevalence of
572 per 100 000 and projected affected population of 930 000
individuals in 2020 [1]. PD is characterized by the classic motor
impairments of tremor, bradykinesia, rigidity, and postural instability. Common non-motor manifestation of PD include fatigue,
apathy, anxiety, and depression [2]. Non-motor impairments in
particular can be disabling and lead to a decreased quality of life.
Pharmacologic interventions are notoriously insufficient at
addressing non-motor impairments of PD [22]. A growing body of
literature supports the benefits of exercise on motor and nonmotor features of PD. Studies of aerobic exercise [3], strength
CONTACT Danielle Larson
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training [4], yoga [5], Tai Chi [6], and Tango dancing [7], have all
reported a positive impact on gait, balance, and over-all mobility.
Importantly, exercise may also benefit the non-motor impairments, including mood, cognition, and sleep [8–11].
Rock Steady Boxing (RSB), a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, is
a specific non-contact boxing group fitness program designed for
people living with all levels of PD. Developed for people with
Parkinson’s (PwP), RSB classes are “PD-specific” in that they
include multi-modal exercises aimed to improve both fine and
large motor impairments of PD (aerobic, strength training, core
stability training, balance and flexibility exercises), and encourage
loud vocalizations to improve participants’ speech. As a group
exercise class, sessions foster socialization and empowerment with
partner and team exercises that promote inter-partner
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encouragement. The ninety-minute classes are taught by “RSB
Coaches” who are trained at the RSB headquarters. RSB participants can choose the number of classes they participate in per
week and how long they participate in the program. The cost of
attending RSB classes varies per site. The RSB program is growing
rapidly and broadly. Currently, there are estimated to be 43 500
participants at approximately 900 RSB sites internationally.
As RSB is reaching more PwP, there is a need for more specific
data regarding the effect of RSB on PD impairments [12]. To date,
research on the benefits of non-contacting boxing for PD has
been limited to small studies. Participating in 90 min of RSB
approximately one time per week was associated with improvements in gait velocity, mobility, quality of life, and Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rate Scale (UPDRS) motor scores [13,14].
Compared to traditional exercise, a randomized controlled trial of
31 PwP demonstrated that RSB was associated with greater
improvements in gait velocity, while both groups significantly
improved balance, mobility, and quality of life [15]. Qualitative
data from 20 people in one city suggests that the RSB program’s
message of empowerment and community-building leads to
inspiration, anxiety relief, camaraderie, and maintaining a sense of
identity [16]. We aimed to further study patient-reported motor
and nonmotor impairments, quality of life, apathy, and self-efficacy through a large survey. The objectives of this study were to
(1) understand the demographics and disease profiles of PwP
who participate in RSB compared to those who do not, (2) compare their health-related quality of life (HRQL), self-efficacy for
exercise (SEE), apathy level, and self-perceived improvement in
motor and non-motor impairments, (3) determine aspects of RSB
that contribute to continued participation, and (4) identify barriers
to RSB participation between PwP who participate in RSB and
PwP who do not participate in RSB.

Methods
Study design
A 20 min, 61-item electronic survey was administered online.
Participants were recruited during regular clinic visits at the
Northwestern University PD and Movement Disorders Center
(NUPDMDC) by clinicians who shared an Internal Review Board
(IRB)-approved flyer explaining the study and including the survey
weblink. Recruitment e-mails containing the survey weblink were
sent to existing NUPDMDC patients through a pre-existing listserve, and the survey weblink was shared on RSB Inc. and the
Parkinson Foundation websites. The survey was open for recruitment and participation from July 2018 through February 2019.
Eligible participants were adults, aged 18 years or older, with
physician-diagnosed PD, who had to have heard of RSB. Prior to
participation in the online survey, participants reviewed and
signed an electronic consent form informing participants that
their participation was voluntary and would not affect their clinical care. While care partners could not consent for or complete
the survey on behalf of participants, care partner assistance was
permitted for technical support in survey completion. Participants
were excluded from data analysis if they did not complete all survey questions. All information obtained during the survey was
anonymous, as no personal identifying information was obtained.
The study was approved by the Northwestern University IRB.
Survey design and measures
An electronic survey was designed by the study team using the
online survey platform, SurveyMonkeyV. Survey respondents were
R

first asked if they have heard of RSB, and only individuals
responding yes were included in analysis. Next, survey respondents were asked to identify themselves as belonging to one of
three groups: current RSB participants, previous participants, or
never-participants. All respondents were asked 12 demographic
questions and 13 questions about PD disease characteristics.
Demographic data included age, sex, employment status, income,
and living environment. PD characteristics included years since
diagnosis, use of PD medications and/or Deep Brain Stimulation,
and details of PD management including use of ancillary services.
All respondents answered 16 questions about exercise habits, RSB
practices, attitudes towards RSB classes, and barriers to participation in RSB. Previous and current RSB participants were asked
what effect RSB had on 4 motor impairments (tremor, medication
wearing-off, freezing of gait, and falls) and 8 non-motor impairments (fear of falls, depression, anxiety, sleep, memory loss or
other cognitive impairments, fatigue, dizziness or lightheadedness,
and social life), with response options of “improved,” “no effect,”
or “worsened.”
The survey included three validated patient-reported outcome
measures to measure HRQL, SEE, and apathy of participants in all
three groups:
The Parkinson’s Disease Questionnaire-39 (PDQ-39) is a 39-item
scale of 8 domains. Each item is rated on a 5-point Likert scale
with response categories ranging from “never” to “always.” Total
scores are scaled from 0 to 100; higher scores indicate lower
HRQL. Internal consistency (Cronbach’s a ¼ 0.84) has been demonstrated [17]. The Minimal clinically important difference (MCID) for
the PDQ-39 is estimated to be 4.72 and þ4.22 for clinically relevant improvement and worsening, respectively [18].
The Self-Efficacy for Exercise Scale (SEE) is a 9-item scale that
asks individuals to report their confidence in their ability to continue exercise despite the presence of specific barriers, from 0
("not confident") to 10 ("very confident"). The total score is calculated by summing the responses to each question, with a range
of total scores from 0 to 90. A higher score indicates higher selfefficacy for exercise. The reliability, validity, and internal consistency (Cronbach’s a ¼ 0.92) of the SEE has been established in the
older adult population [19]. It is primarily used as a screening
tool, with limited data on responsiveness to change.
The Starkstein Apathy Scale (SAS), is a 14 questions scale. Each
question is scored on a 4-point Likert scale, with response categories ranging from “not at all” to “a lot.” Each answer is assigned
point value of 0–3; for questions 1–8, not at all ¼ 3 points;
slightly ¼ 2 points; some ¼ 1 point, a lot ¼ 0 point and for questions 9–14, not at all ¼ 0 points; slightly ¼ 1 point; some ¼ 2
points; a lot ¼ 3 points. A higher total score (range 0–42) indicates more severe apathy, with a score greater than 14 or greater
is indicative of clinical apathy [20,21]. The SAS has been validated
for use in PD with adequate internal consistency (Cronbach’s
a ¼ 0.69) [22]. It is primarily used as a screening tool, with limited
data on responsiveness to change.
Analysis
For demographic data, RSB participants (combined previous and
current) were compared to never-participants. For participantreported improvement in PD impairments, current participants’
responses were compared to previous participants’ responses to
assess for statistical difference. Data on facilitators and barriers to
RSB participation were compared between current participants, previous participants, and never participants as three separate groups,
as well as between all participants (current and previous) and never
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participants. Scores on the three outcome scales of PDQ-39, SEE,
and SAS were compared between the three groups of current participants, previous participants, and never-participants.
Descriptive statistics were calculated for all variables of interest. Categorical variables were summarized with frequencies and
percentages, and continuous variables were summarized with
medians and interquartile range. Wilcoxon Mann Whitney rank
sum test, Kruskal–Wallis test, as appropriate for continuous variable or Chi-squared test, Fisher’s exact test, as appropriate for categorical variable, were used to examine the association between
demographic variables, PDQ-39, SEE, SAS and RSB participation.
Bar plots with p-value from Wilcoxon test were created to show
the difference in median scores on PDQ-39, SEE, SAS between the
three groups.

Results
A total of 2054 respondents completed the survey. After 345 were
excluded for incomplete data, not having a PD diagnosis, or not
having heard of RSB, 1709 respondents qualified for analysis.
87.7% (n ¼ 1499) were current or previous RSB participants; 78%
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(n ¼ 1333) of these were currently boxing. 210 (12.3%) respondents had heard of but never participated in RSB (Figure 1).
Participant and non-participant demographics
RSB participants were median age 69 (range 24–96), which differed
with statistical significance from never-participants median age of
68 (p ¼ 0.03) (Table 1). RSB participants were 59% male, and 97%
Caucasian, which did not significantly differ from never-participants
(57% male, and 96% Caucasian) (Table 1). The groups differed with
statistical significance in employment status and marital status;
compared to never-participants, a higher percentage of participants
were retired (76 vs 66%, p < 0.01) and married/partnered (86 vs
80%, p ¼ 0.03) (Table 1). An additional difference was that RSB participants were more likely than never-participants to be taking PD
medications (p < 0.05) (Table 2).
There were no significant between-group differences in years
since PD diagnosis or movement disorders specialist use (67% vs
62% respectively).
Objective measures
Compared to previous and never-participants, current participants
had better median PDQ-39 scores (36 and 32 vs 25, p < 0.01) and
better SEE scores (43 and 48 vs 54, p < 0.01), indicating better
HRQL and exercise self-efficacy respectively. SAS scores did not
significantly differ between the three groups (Figure 2).
Self-reported symptom improvement
When asked “what effect did RSB have on the following
impairments,” the majority of current RSB participants reported
improvement in the non-motor impairments of social life (70.3%
of participants), fatigue (63.3%), fear of falling (61.9%), depression
(59.9%), and anxiety (58.5%) (Figure 3). Though not the majority,
a notable proportion of current RSB participants reported
improvement in select motor impairments: tremor (43.7%), falls
(44.8%), freezing of gait (44.2%), and medication wearing-off
(26.8%) (Figure 3). Comparing current and previous participants’
responses, there was only a statistically significant difference in
percentage reporting improvement in fatigue and lightheadedness/dizziness (Figure 3).

Figure 1. RSB Survey consort diagram.
Table 1. Survey participant demographics.

RSB participantsa
Median IQR or % (n)
Median age
Male gender
Caucasian/white race
Non-Hispanic ethnicity
Education: highschool or lower
Education: bachelor or associate’s degree
Education: graduate degree
Employment: not employed
Employment: part or full time
Employment: retired
Income: >$100 000
Income: $20 000–$100 000
Income: <$20 000
Married/Partnered
Has a caregiver/care partner
Living environment: city
Living environment: suburban
Living environment: rural
Currently drives
a

69.0
59.2
96.7
98.3
7.4
54.2
38.4
7.4
16.6
76.1
38.8
57.8
3.4
85.8
58.1
29.8
53.9
16.3
87.0

(64.0, 74.0)
(852)
(1388)
(1397)
(107)
(780)
(552)
(106)
(238)
(1093)
(515)
(766)
(45)
(1235)
(832)
(428)
(775)
(234)
(1250)

RSB Participants includes current and previous RSB participants.

Never participants
Median IQR or % (n)
68.0
57.0
95.5
99.5
11.1
53.0
35.9
9.0
25.5
65.5
38.8
54.6
6.6
80.0
53.0
24.1
54.8
21.1
88.0

(61.0, 74.0)
(114)
(190)
(195)
(22)
(105)
(71)
(18)
(51)
(131)
(71)
(100)
(12)
(160)
(105)
(48)
(109)
(42)
(176)

p-Value
0.03
0.55
0.36
0.35
0.19
<0.01
0.10
0.03
0.18
0.11
0.71
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Table 2. Survey participant disease characteristics and exercise habits.
RSB participantsa
Median IQR or % (n)
Years since PD diagnosis: <3
Years since PD diagnosis: 3–5
Years since PD diagnosis: 5–10
Years since PD diagnosis: >10
PD care provider: general practitioner
PD care provider: general neurologist
PD care provider: movement disorder specialist
Care setting: academic center
Care setting: community hospital
Care setting: private practice
Taking PD medications
Has deep brain stimulation
Fall frequency: daily, weekly or monthly
Fall frequency: rarely
Fall frequency: never
Moderate exercise: <2.5 h/week
Moderate exercise: >2.5 h/week
Vigorous exercise: <2.5 h/week
Vigorous exercise: >2.5 h/week
a

35.1
26.8
23.2
14.9
2.3
31.1
66.6
36.8
19.1
44.2
94.5
7.7
12.6
42.7
44.7
59.5
40.5
53.1
46.9

(493)
(376)
(326)
(209)
(33)
(438)
(939)
(516)
(268)
(620)
(1329)
(108)
(178)
(603)
(631)
(802)
(547)
(734)
(648)

Never participants
Median IQR or % (n)
38.0
27.1
19.8
15.1
2.6
35.8
61.7
33.2
20.0
46.8
90.6
5.2
18.7
35.2
46.1
71.6
28.4
71.3
28.7

(73)
(52)
(38)
(29)
(5)
(69)
(119)
(63)
(38)
(89)
(174)
(10)
(36)
(68)
(89)
(131)
(52)
(134)
(54)

p-Value
0.73

0.35
0.63
0.04
0.23
0.03
<0.01
<0.01

RSB Participants includes current and previous RSB participants.

RSB participation: motivation and barriers
Participants and never-participants reported hearing about RSB
from various sources including from their physician (26% and
21%), a friend or relative (34% and 29%), their support group
(21% for both groups), news (27% and 30%), website (14% and
30%), or pamphlet (6% and 9%). The most common reasons for
participating in RSB was the perceived PD-specific nature (83%)
and group structure (52%). Regarding group difference in general
exercise habits, RSB participants reported more hours of moderate
and vigorous exercise (of any modality) per week than never-participants (p < 0.01) (Table 2).
The majority of previous participants stopped because of an illness/hospitalization (44%) or inconvenient RSB location (37%).
Compared to the 25% of never-participants who stated high cost
as a barrier, only 13% of previous participants cited high cost of
RSB classes as an impediment.
Among the 12% who never participated, difficult access to RSB
sites was the most common reason (37%), followed by high cost
(25%). However, the same proportion of never-participants and
current participants were current drivers (88% and 87%), with
similar proportions relying on others to drive (22% vs 21%,
respectively). Additionally, the cost per month for RSB participation was similar between previous and current participants: 63.2%
and 56% spending <$100 per month, 27% and 41% spending
$100-$200 per month, and less than 2% for each group spending
$200–$300 or greater than $300 per month. Few never-participants cited exercise-specific variables as reasons to not participate
in RSB: 3% had no interest in non-contact boxing, 2% had no
interest in PD-specific exercise, 3% preferred a different form of
exercise, and 7% felt the exercises may be too difficult.
Of previous participants, 90% felt that the benefits of RSB were
worth the price, similar to the proportion of current participants
(99%). Notably, 99% of current and 94% of previous participants
would recommend RSB to others with PD.

Discussion
This is the largest survey of RSB participant characteristics and
perceived benefits related to participation in the RSB program.
This survey revealed high satisfaction with the program, in addition to self-reported benefits on quality of life, depression, anxiety, and fatigue. Previous participants who stopped attending

RSB largely did not do so because of dissatisfaction, but rather
because of illness or hospitalization. Social life improved in 70%
of participants, aligning with the anecdotal suggestion that PwPs
are drawn to the social support provided by the class. An attestation of participant loyalty to the RSB program is the fact that the
overwhelming majority of participants recommend RSB, including
those who no longer participate (94–99%).
RSB participants report improvement in difficult-to-treat nonmotor PD impairments, including fatigue, anxiety, depression, and
fear of falling, as well as improvement in their social life.
Compared to current participants, previous participants had lower
HRQL and exercise self-efficacy, but their self-reported symptom
improvements from RSB were similar. This finding possibly suggests that individuals did not stop RSB classes because of a failure
to see positive change in their PD impairments. However, this
lack of significance may have been due to a small sample of previous participants.
Fatigue is one of the most common non-motor impairments of
PD, with reported prevalence between 33% and 58% of PwPs
[23]. Fatigue is closely related to impaired HRQL with one of the
highest negative effects of non-motor impairments [24]. There is
limited evidence of efficacy for any pharmacologic intervention
for fatigue in PwPs [23], and a recent systematic review confirmed
“low” evidence for exercise treating fatigue in PD [25]. To our
knowledge, self-reported fatigue improvement by 63% of RSB participants is an unprecedented level of improvement ascribed to a
single intervention.
Similar to fatigue, depression and anxiety are relatively common in PD with prevalence of 20–40%, and 40% respectively [26].
Mood impairments are difficult to treat pharmacologically [26],
and there is limited evidence on the effect of exercise modalities
[9]. As 60% and 59% of current RSB participants reported
improvement in depression and anxiety, respectively, we argue
that future randomized controlled trials should investigate the
effect of RSB on specific nonmotor symptoms of PD. Clinicians
may consider RSB as an adjunct intervention to address these
nonmotor impairments.
The prevalence of fear of falling (FOF) in PwPs is estimated to
be between 37% and 59% [27,28]. FOF causes activity limitations
in 70% of PwPs, and is associated with poor HRQL [28,29]. As
61.9% of RSB participants reported improvement in FOF due to
RSB participation, RSB has the potential to decrease activity
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Figure 2. RSB participants’ and never-participants’ self-reported outcome measures. Current, previous, and never participants completed the three scales displayed in
A, B, and C. Scale scores are displayed as median (Q1, Q3). PDQ-39 and the SEE Scale score differences were statistically significant between the three
groups (p < 0.01).

limitations and improve HRQL by decreasing FOF. While neither
RSB participants nor non-participants reported a high frequency
of actual falls (87.4% and 81.3% reporting rarely or never falling,
respectively), fall frequency was significantly different in participants compared to non-participants (Table 2). Given the cross-sectional nature of this survey study, it remains unclear if a lower fall
frequency enabled RSB participation, resulted from it, or both.
Higher levels of self-reported physical functioning, social functioning, and vitality have been correlated with better HRQL and

greater “preference for current health” in PwP [30]. This survey’s
identification of a positive change in social life associated with
RSB participation (70.3% of RSB participants reported improvement in this impairment) adds to the limited literature on a specific exercise’s impact on this domain of HRQL [31].
Exercise is an important determinant of HRQL in PD; it has
been shown that amongst PwP, consistent exercisers have a
smaller decline in HRQL over time than non-exercisers [32].
Studies have shown that specific exercise modalities improve
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Figure 3. Participant-reported improvement in PD symptoms. Previous and current RSB participants were asked what effect RSB had on PD symptoms; response
options “improved,” “no effect,” or “worsened.” Percentages indicate participants who selected “improved” for the corresponding symptom. Comparison was significant
(p < 0.01) for fatigue and dizziness/lightheadedness.

PD-HRQL including resistance exercise [4], treadmill training [33],
Tai Chi [10], and Tango [34]. Though the cross-sectional nature of
our survey prohibits the establishment of causality, RSB participants did have better HRQL compared to never-participants,
exceeding clinically meaningful values [20], suggesting it may be
a quality-of-life-affecting exercise modality. Similarly, while RSB
participants had higher levels of SEE than never-participants, it is
unclear if greater SEE led to RSB participation, resulted from it, or
both. Regardless of cause or effect, self-efficacy is more strongly
associated with exercise in PwP compared to disability [35] and
thus should be considered in future studies. As previously suggested by Afshari et al., the association of higher SEE and
increased participation in exercise amongst PwP may represent a
feedback loop that is reinforced by activity in the brain’s reward
circuitry during exercise [36,37]. However, additional psychometric
research is needed to better understand whether SEE is modifiable and responsive to behavioral or exercise interventions.
We did not observe a significant difference in apathy between
RSB participation groups in this cross-sectional study. However,
prior research has shown that greater baseline participation in
physical activity was associated with significantly better apathy at
a one-year follow-up, although the magnitude of the betweengroup differences was small (<3 points) [38]. The median SAS

score of our respondents (11–12) indicated that the majority of
people taking this survey would not be diagnosed with clinical
apathy using the proposed cut-off score of 14 [20,21], potentially
reflecting that our web-based sample strategy was less likely to
recruit apathetic participants. Further explaining the lack of
between-group difference is that the SAS is primarily a screening
tool; it has been demonstrated that the SAS does not reflect outcome changes from an intervention [39]. Future research should
prospectively evaluate the SAS as a potential outcome measurement rather than a screening tool.
The ability of RSB to improve PwP social life and difficult-totreat symptoms of depression, anxiety, fatigue, and FOF, suggests
that there are advantages of its relatively unique PD-specific
group-based exercise style over other exercise forms, such as
non-PD-specific non-contact boxing (though no direct comparison
exists). However, geographical and financial barriers to RSB does
limit its utilization, and need to be addressed in order to
improve access.

Limitations
We recognize that our conclusions are limited due to the selfreported cross-sectional nature of our study. In addition, our
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generalizability is limited by the lack of objective disease severity
and motor impairment outcome measurements, with survey questions reliant on participant recall without controlling for the
potential confounder of cognitive impairment. Thus, we cannot
conclude that there is a causal relationship between RSB participation, improvements in motor or nonmotor impairments, and
better HRQL or SEE. Additionally confounding the nature of the
relationship between RSB participation and outcomes is the fact
that participants could have had concomitant medication or nonpharmacologic management changes contributing to symptom
change. Furthermore, recruitment bias was inherent in the utilization of the Parkinson’s foundation and RSB Headquarters websites
for recruitment, as never-participants were less likely to be
recruited. There may be a respondent bias, with those more satisfied with the intervention being more motivated to respond to
the survey. Of note, the majority of survey participants were male,
Caucasian, and educated above a high school degree. It is unclear
if this adequately represents the demographics of all RSB participants, is a reflection of recruitment bias by use of social media
and foundation platforms, or both. This limits the generalizability
of recommending RSB as a mode of exercise for all PwP. Further
study and analysis of RSB participants’ demographics is necessary
to determine participants’ demographic profile.

Conclusions
It is now a widely held position among healthcare providers that
regular exercise is an essential component of PD care. PwP who
do not exercise regularly have worse quality of life, physical function, and disease progression after controlling for demographics,
disease duration and severity [40]. While more providers know to
recommend exercise for their PD patients, the method, quantity,
and type of exercise intervention to prescribe for specific PD
impairments or overall well-being is not clear.
Our study, the largest analysis of RSB use and its effects on PD
impairments, helps to inform the Neurology and Movement
Disorder community on recommendations for PD patients’ exercise participation. When counseling their patients about exercise,
clinicians may benefit from this patient-reported data showing
that RSB is associated with less fatigue, depression, anxiety, and
fear of falling. Providers and patients should be aware that
though not definitively causative, RSB participation is also associated with better HRQL and SEE.
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